Pack_______________________
Shopping list.

and

Name______________________

Instruction Booklet

Mid-summer
Madness

Stevenage
Cubs
1 bag of icing sugar
30 black bags
1 packet of spaghetti
1 pack of A4 paper

2 boxes with holes cut in for tennis balls.
1 box with holes cut in for the buckets.
3 large containers for keeping water in.
2 hockey sticks
1 large groundsheet
1 croquet stick
paintbrush and container
20 tennis balls
2 litre jug
12 buckets
10 tin cans
15 bean bags
4 washing up bowl
23 cones
4 towels
6 sticks
tin opener
2 bucket with holes in.
10 black rings - 10 cms.
1 measuring container
5 croquet hoops
4 blindfolds
12 hoops - 30 centimetre
3 tables
10 sponges
1 metal cooking tin
10 plates
newspaper

Other equipment :

Rough cost for the list is about £12.00.

2 large packets of mashed potato
5 packets of red jelly
2 bags of flour
10 tins of baked beans
13 tins of spaghetti
20 tins of fruit
23 tins of custard
1 box of small Fruit Salad sweets
1 box of small Black Jack sweets

Shopping list :
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For scoring over 5 points
For scoring over 12 points
For scoring over 20 points

1 point
2 points
3 points

etr
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One box with holes cut in for tennis balls.
One hockey stick
Three tennis balls
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Points awarded for :

3

Hitting event

Equipment Needed :

In this event the cubs are given three tennis balls. They have to
hit them with a hockey stick towards a box with holes in. The
distance between the hockey stick and box needs to be about 3
metres or 10 foot.
On the box needs to be 5 holes, for the odd numbers 1,3,5,7 and
9.
The ground needs to reasonably smooth such as grass or tarmac.

Event 1 - Hockey Stick Bowling
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For scoring over 5 points
For scoring over 12 points
For scoring over 20 points

1 point
2 points
3 points
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One box with holes cut in for tennis balls.
One croquet stick
Three tennis balls

3m

9

Points awarded for :

3

Hitting event

Equipment Needed :

In this event the cubs are given three tennis balls. They have to
hit them with a croquet stick towards a box with holes in. The
distance between the croquet stick and box needs to be about 3
metres or 10 foot.
On the box needs to be 5 holes, for the odd numbers 1,3,5,7 and
9.
The ground needs to reasonably smooth such as grass or tarmac.

Event 2 - Croquet Bowling
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Throwing event

tre

1 point
2 points
3 points

One box with holes cut in for the buckets.
3 buckets to fit in holes.
Three bean bags

For scoring over 1points
For scoring over 6 points
For scoring over 15 points

Points awarded for :

s

Equipment Needed :

In this event the cubs are given three bean bags. They have to
throw them towards a box with three buckets in. The distance
between the line and box needs to be about 3 metres or 10 foot.
On the box needs to be 3 holes, for the numbers 1,3 and 6.

Event 3 - Bean bags in bucket
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1 point
2 points
3 points

6 cones
3 sticks
1 bucket with holes in.
1 measuring container
1 large container for keeping water in.

Awarded for 1 measure
Awarded for 3 measures
Awarded for 5 measures

Points awarded for :

Water event

Equipment Needed :

In this event the cubs are given a bucket with holes in, filled with
water.
They have to take it under the yellow sticks, and over the green
stick.
They then tip it into a measuring container. The measuring
container needs to be marked off in graduations of 1 litres.
The first and last sticks are yellow and the middle is green.

Event 4 - Hurdles with buckets

Hand towel

If they find the ring in the third bucket.
If they find the ring in the second bucket.
If they find the ring in the first bucket.

1 point
2 points
3 points

5 buckets
1 table
1 blindfold
2 large packets of mashed potato
5 packets of red jelly
1 packet of flour
10 tins of baked beans
10 tins of spaghetti
20 tins of fruit

1 small black ring
20 tins of custards
washing up bowl
(with warm water in)

Points awarded for :

Messy event - hands only

Equipment Needed :

Bucket 1 is filled with mashed potato.
Bucket 2 is filled with baked beans and spaghetti.
Bucket 3 is filled with a mixture of tin fruit.
Bucket 4 is filled with custard.
Bucket 5 is filled with jelly and flour. Mix the jelly up as normal,
and then add the flour, whilst the mixture is still boiling hot. Mix
until mixture goes thick.
Warning : Hot mixtures need to be made at least 2 hours
before event, and checked again before event.

In this event the cubs have to put their hands into one bucket at a
time, whilst blindfolded.
Whilst they are blindfolded a ring is placed into one of the
buckets. The cubs have to feel into the buckets until the find the
ring.

Event 5 - Ring in the bucket

1 point
2 points
3 points

1 hockey stick
1 tennis ball
5 hoops to be stuck into the ground.

f
If they get the ball through 1 hoop.
If they get the ball through 3 hoops.
If they get the ball through 5 hoops.

Points awarded for :

Hitting event

Equipment Needed :

The ground needs to be flat and soft enough to get croquet hoops
in.

The children hit the tennis ball with the hockey stick.

In this event the cubs have to hit a tennis ball through 5 hoops.
The hoops need to be spaced out by about a foot each, and need
to be about 6 inch across.

Event 6 - Ball through hoops
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1 point
2 points
3 points

6 hoops, which are around 30 cms across, 15 inches.
1 large container of water.
5 sponges
1 bucket.

Awarded if they catch 1 or 2 sponge
Awarded if they catch 3 or 4 sponges
Awarded if they catch 5 sponges.

Points awarded for :

Water event

Equipment Needed :

The distance between the leader’s hoop and the cub’s hoops are
2 metres or 7 foot apart.

The leader throws the wet sponge from 1 hoop, and whilst
keeping their feet in the hoop they have to catch the sponges in
the bucket.

In this event the cubs have to catch wet sponges, whilst keeping
their feet in small hoops.

Event 7 - Catching sponges
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1 point
2 points
3 points

5 cones.
5 hoops which are 30 cms in size.

For 1 or 2 different cone
For 3 or 4 different cones.
For 5 different cones.

Points awarded for :

Throwing event

Equipment Needed :

It only counts if they are different cones which are thrown over.

The distance between the cone and the line is three metres.

In this event the cubs have to stay behind a line, and throw hoops
over five different cones.

Event 8 - Hoopla on cones

1 point
2 points
3 points

1 table
10 tin cans
3 bean bags

Awarded for hitting 2,3,4 and 5 off.
Awared for hitting 6,7,8 and 9 off.
Awarded for hitting all 10 off.

Points awarded for :

Throwing event

Equipment Needed :

The thrower should stand 3 metres away from the table.

They have 3 bean bags to throw to knock them off.

The cans start off by being stacked in a triangle of 10.

In this event the cubs have to knock the cans off the table. Points
awarded for the cans which are totally knocked off.

Event 9 - Knocking off cans

1 point
2 points
3 points

1 large groundsheet
6 cones
3 sticks
large container to keep water in
1 bucket with holes in
1 x 2 litre jug.

If it takes 4 or 5 buckets to fill the jug.
If it takes 2 or 3 buckets to fill the jug.
If it takes 1 bucket to fill the jug.

Points awarded for :

Water event

Equipment Needed :

Once they get the bucket through the tunnel they tip it into the
jug. According to how many buckets it takes to fill the jug, will
define the points.

The tunnel could be made with a ground sheet. The groundsheet
can also be placed under the tunnel to increase the wetness and
stop ground harming children.

The height of the tunnel should be around the height of a cone.

In this event the cubs have to climb through a tunnel with a
bucket of water, with holes in.

Event 10 - Tunnel buckets

1 point
2 points
3 points

5 buckets
3 tennis balls

for 1 or 2 different buckets
for 3 or 4 different buckets
for 5 different buckets.

Points awarded for :

Throwing event

Equipment Needed :

The line to buckets is 2 metres, or 7 foot.

In this event the cubs have to throw tennis balls into buckets.
The balls need to land in five different buckets.

Event 11 - Throwing balls into buckets
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1 point
2 points
3 points

5 cones
3 bean bags
5 tennis balls.

Awarded for 1 or 2 balls knocked off
Awarded for 3 or 4 balls knocked off
Awarded for 5 balls knocked off

Points awarded for :

Throwing event

Equipment Needed :

In this event the cubs have to throw bean bags at the balls on top
of cones.
The cones are 2 metres or 7 foot away from the throwing line.

Event 12 - Knocking off tennis balls

1 point
2 points
3 points

sheets of A4 paper, 5 per a cub
paintbrush
container for paint
paint
washing up bowl with warm water and soap
hand towel
1 table
newspaper

Awarded for 1 or 2 hand prints on the paper.
Awarded for 3 or 4 hands prints on the paper.
Awarded for 5 hand prints on the paper.

Points awarded for :

Mess event - Hands only

Equipment Needed :

In this event the cubs paint their hands and then place them
down on a piece of A4 paper.
They have to fit as many hands as they can on the piece of paper.
The hand prints are not allowed off the piece of paper, and they
are not allowed to touch.

Event 13 - Hand printing

1 point
2 points
3 points

1 metal cooking tray - 1 foot by 2 foot by 3 inches high
20 cans of custard
5 small rings
1 cone
1 washing up bowl with warm water
1 hand towel

For 1 or 2 rings
For 3 or 4 rings.
For 5 rings.

Points awarded for :

Messy event - feet only

Equipment Needed :

It may be worth to save clearing away putting the metal tin into a
black bag before putting in the custard.

In this event the cubs have to get the small rings out of custard
and put them onto a cone.
They keep going until they drop on of the rings.
The only twist is that the cubs have to use their bare feet, and are
not allowed to use their hands.

Event 14 - Getting out hoops

For one Black Jacks
For two Black Jacks
For three Black Jacks

1 point
2 points
3 points

5 plates
1 bag of flour
1 bag of icing sugar
3 tins of custard
3 tins of spaghetti
1 packet of spaghetti
1 washing up bowl of warm water
1 hand towel
1 table

Black Jacks
Fruit Salads
Blindfold

Points awarded for :

Messy event - face only

Equipment Needed :

Plate 1 - Custard
Plate 2 - Icing sugar
Plate 3 - Flour
Plate 4 - Spaghetti
Plate 5 - Tinned spaghetti.

In this event the cubs have to blindfold themselves, and then the
leader puts out 2 fruit salads and 3 Black Jacks facing upwards.
The cubs have to take the sweets one at a time from the plates of
food, with their mouths.
If they take a fruit salad they stop.
If they take a Black Jack they carry on and take another sweet.

Event 15 - No Black Jack, then stop.

